
Was it 

successful

Did you inhale

Did you exhale

I don’t know how this works 

You don`t know either

It’s a radical act of love

Screaming is beginning

A beginner’s voice

Like birth

Coming from inside

And going outside

Every scream

Every cry

Is a transformation

No matter how your own birth process was

I promise to warmly welcome you

With all my love

Feel safe now

And follow my voice

And allow me to be your mother

Start to breathe deeply

Like when you were connected with me

You live 

Within me

Floating

Start to find a way to breathe slowly now

Realize that your breathing is my breathing

Try to find these two endings

And try to breathe from one ending to the other ending

One for me and one for you

Remember 

This feeling

And also 

The connection 

With me

How can I stand it

Can I open myself that radically

Do I have the courage and power to leave you

To let you out

Did you find your way 

Of screaming and shouting in your life

Or did you stop a long time before

And is there any connection to your birth

When you first learnt 

About crying and shouting and screaming

Go to your heart now and try to empty this room 

Off feelings

Was it successful

Did you breathe

Free yourself 

From pressure

Scream 

Breathe deeply

Stay connected

Say

M

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

With no pressure

No tension in your muscles

Just let the voice go out

Screaming is when you are using your abdominal muscles

When you are pushing

And make pressure

While making the vocal A

Breath in 

Going down 

To your belly

Just below your navel center

And breathe out

Going up 

To the crown 

Of your head

Now

Look 

For a way 

Of 

Floating down

It appears that life 

As we know it

Evolved from animal forms 

Whose 

Soft parts 

Were 

Inside

Covered by a hard external casing 

(like crabs) 

Into other forms 

Such as ours

In which everything hard 

Is interiorized as bone

Cartilage 

Skeleton

While 

The soft 

Is expressed 

As flesh

Mucous membranes 

And skin

Those who love to battle 

Are unevolved leftovers 

From a very ancient past

From the dark time

When we were armoured

We fight

Against limitations, injustice, humiliation, exclusion 

Who 

Are we 

When we are not fighting

What 

Do 

We lean on

Who are you 

When you are not struggling 

Is the only way 

To experience freedom 

To set oneself against the state 

In the situation of protest

Is the only way 

To feel free 

To live a life of constant protest 

Against the state

Who doubts 

The generally accepted notion 

Of the benefit of the battle

More struggle

More wounds

More respect

Is it sweet

Is it salty

Metallic

Plastic 

Diamond

Is it purple

Is it red

Show me 

Just one 

Invention 

Evoked 

By polemics

Induced 

By a struggle

There is none

Nothing is constructed

Made or invented

Except

In a small

Rare pocket of local peace

Maintained 

In the middle 

Of the universal devastation 

Produced by perpetual war

Dialectics & contradiction

Owe their success 

Only 

To hominoids`

Passionate love of quarrelling

They rejoice in murder and destruction

Talk about them endlessly

And rush 

To gape at them 

As at a theatrical performance

Confusing energy 

And aggressiveness

Hominoids fight to remain primates

They want to win

They want to fight 

They adore therefore any theory 

That assures them 

That creative work is born of battles 

Even if they never see it proved 

War is the mother of animals

Conflict 

Stabilizes 

The archaic bestiality 

In us

How did your last struggle 

Feel like

Remember your last struggle

Remember your armour

Situate it

Where have you been

Now

See yourself 

Coming back

See yourself

Old

Experienced 

And wise

Coming back

As you survived the struggles

To become a grand old person

To whom wisdom comes at last 

Listen to the returned soldier

Dissolved in tears 

And having difficulty digesting 

Their wasted life 

Having difficulty 

To find support

Lamenting 

The former

Thick-skinned

Aggressiveness

Think of your species

Bearing resemblance

To other species

Feel the resemblance

Feel the difference

Conflict 

Stabilizes 

The archaic bestiality 

In us

Dialectics describes the logic

Of anthropoids

Hum?n come into being 

When they see

The falsity of this

Breathe out 

Into this falsity

Breathe into these supports

Breathe into these struggles 

Blow it out

Blow it up

Float without support

Contemplate 

That your body is without any support

As if suspended in space

Stay with your inner breathing

Breathe in

Going down

To your belly

Breathe out

Going up

To the crown

Of your head

Concentrate 

On the feeling of your body 

Gently floating without any support

As if floating on a cloud

Or in space

Without any ground

Stop

Being a reservoir 

Of old 

Mental dispositions

Scream.
Follow

Every now and then we find some slightly uncomfortable positions in which something 

feels wrong and quite right at the same time.

In between of what feels wrong and what feels right, we check if we can move 

a little bit, and with this movement we are trying to touch places where we have 

not yet been.

We catch the skin with our fingertips and pull it back, as if we were removing 

a mask. We start with the cheeks, we pull the skin away from the bones with our 

fingertips.

It’s a bit like creating a space, or more space, as if we were taking off a mask, 

as if we were downloading what is unnecessary.

Move towards the periphery, towards the ears. We go to the lips, to the upper lip,

to the lower lip, we play with them, we grab one lip for a second, we crush it,

we stretch it.

Let what is sent outward, in its own time, return inward slowly. 
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